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A history and full catalogue of the Waterford Municipal Art Collection, by Dr. Peter Jordan, has just been published by Gandon Editions of Kinsale, Co. Cork. The Waterford Collection is one of the hidden gems of Irish art, offering a fascinating view of Irish painting, particularly from the first half of the twentieth century. Most of the major Irish artists active during this period are represented by fine examples of their work, and in the case of artists such as Louis le Brocquy, by exceptional pieces.

This book now supersedes an earlier brief catalogue of the collection, which was published in 1987.  Since that time a number of significant additions have been made to the collection and more detailed research has been undertaken into its origins and history. Founded in 1939 as the Waterford Art Museum, the collection now comprises over 320 items, mainly paintings, with some sculpture and prints, and is a rich mix of local, national and international art works. 

Following a personal memoir and introduction written by the noted historian, Professor Roy Foster, the book provides a detailed account of the origins and development of the collection, placing these within the art historical and cultural context of the time. Whilst overtly an account of a provincial public art collection, it should have much wider appeal, as it relates this local development to both national and international artistic and museological issues. 

Apart from its scholarly interest, this book is very visually attractive. It is beautifully produced by a leading Irish art publisher, and all the items in the collection are fully illustrated, a large number at full-page size.

In his foreword, Dr. Jordan suggests that the aim of this book is not only to bring to greater prominence an important Irish art collection, but to acknowledge the stalwart efforts of a number of Waterford people who struggled to bring this collection about, and to have it recognised for what it is - in the words of the artist Paul Henry: "a very great asset to the city of Waterford."



